Get Instantly Matched with
Scholarships, Grants, Bursaries & More.

Save Time Searching for Opportunites
Powerful matching technology instantly matches students
to funding that they're eligible for, saving students hours of
time from sifting through Google search results.

e-Learning Modules
Like most things in life - preparation is key. e-Leaning modules
show students how to prepare for scholarship applications so
they can prosper and stand out from the crowd.

Application Assistance on Request
Students have the option to submit application essays for review
by a scholarship expert. Reviewers suggest edits and revisions
that increase students' chances of success. Students can pay
$0.16 per word inside the platform if they wish to have application
assistance.

Constant Support
Students get 24/7 support to have questions answered and feel
confident when applying to scholarships.

$1M+ in Student Funding Won

"After sending in my essay for the IODE scholarship for revision, I
have since earned a scholarship worth my month’s rent! Thank
you for what you do, and please know that for a student in debt,
your work is incredibly valuable.
I look forward to hearing about any more scholarships to apply
for.
Sincerely"
- Jaron C.

"My name is Bomo and I'm a fourth-year Civil Engineering student. I'm
writing in support of the scholarship initiative and I'd like to let you
know that this new service has been of profound help to me. Every
year, I apply for a ton of scholarships but there was usually no support
available. I knew I had what it took to win scholarships, but it was a
matter of presenting it in the best form possible.
I was privileged to pass the first round of the scholarship application
provided by William Peyton Hubbard and was invited to Toronto for an
interview with all travel expenses paid. Being in my final year as an
international student, I'm still faced with a lot of financial challenges
and I am banking seriously on the aid scholarships provide.
I signed up and was surprised by the detailed attention and support
they provided. There's also a mini scholarship application course on
their platform that goes through the tactics and know-how in
submitting scholarship applications. The best part of this service
though is the essay review. I've submitted about 3 scholarship essays
which they helped me review in-depth. I had one-on-one sessions
with the reviewer where I shared experiences that brought out my
essays to their fullest."
- Bomo Dambo, International Student.

Let's reduce student debt.

